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Abstract 
Algorithms spread out into every aspect of our lives as they are at the core of most 
software. These algorithms can become biased and thus discriminate against 
gender, race or other characteristics. To understand how this can happen one must 
get an idea on how algorithms actually work and how they can be infiltrated by bias 
at all. All bias problems origin from various sources which will be described aside 
their possible solutions. To get a clearer picture of these facts, examples of biased 
algorithms affecting people’s everyday lives get highlighted. To prevent such bias 
in the future ideas for regulations will be addressed.  
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1 Introduction 

We live today in a world where software is an integral piece for every aspect of our 
life.  

At the core of most software lies some kind of algorithm. They can be easy for 
simple tasks like opening a garage door or quite complicated to control container 
shipments in ports. One of the unifying points of all algorithms is them being human 
made. 

As humans are biased against all different things, those biases get also reflected 
on the algorithms. Depending on the field of application the effects are more or 
less critical. Those effects are already visible and thus an important issue to 
discuss. 

This thesis will answer the questions where biased systems are already in place 
and how they affect people directly. Furthermore, it will be discussed how those 
systems can be detected, how algorithms become biased in the first place and how 
bias can be prevented.  

Algorithms tend to reflect the views from their creators and therefore could become 
racist or sexist or in another way discriminating. In a recent published paper 
(Wilson, Hoffman, & Morgenstern, 2019) algorithms of self-driving cars were 
examined with the result, that people with darker skin tones could get less often 
detected than people with lighter skin tones. 

The same applies to predictive policing. Dark skinned persons get assigned a 
higher possibility of reoffending in comparison to light skinned people. (Angwin, 
Larson, Mattu, & Kirchner, 2016) 

The new controversial algorithm which will be used at Arbeitsmarktservice (AMS) 
(Wimmer, 2019) is biased toward women. The software lowers the chance to find 
a new job solely based on the gender. This influences of course the decision, 
whether or not open vacancies will be provided to women. 

All those issues have the same underlying problem, the data which is used to train 
the algorithms. Increasing complexity of an algorithm increases also the difficulty 
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to develop every possible outcome of such an algorithm, therefore they get trained 
on data from previous results. For the issues mentioned above exist 
comprehensible training problems. The self-driving cars get trained on a giant 
dataset of people in different situations. As the dataset isn’t that diverse it contains 
mostly light skinned people. Having that as a baseline makes it impossible for the 
algorithm to become biasfree. 

These issues show that the problem is a serious one. The aim of this research 
paper is to raise awareness about where biased algorithms are already in use. It 
will shed light on how they are biased in detail and the resulting negative effects. 
The thesis will also suggest possible ways to counteract the biases and how they 
can be avoided in the first place. 

This thesis has the following structure: Chapter 2 describes the process of finding 
valuable sources and how they were used to reach the thesis’ results. Chapter 3 
explains the basic functionality of algorithms and how they get created. Chapter 4 
will show where the problems of biased algorithms originate from and how they 
affect their decisions. Chapter 5 highlights some biased use cases of algorithms in 
detail. Ways of counteracting algorithms are illustrated in chapter 6. Chapter 7 
contains the conclusion of all findings and an outlook on much needed statutory 
changes. 
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2 Method 

As the thesis’ purpose is showing the current state of algorithmic bias the work is 
based solely on secondary research. The starting point was Sara Wachter-
Boettcher’s book “Technically Wrong” (Wachter-Boettcher, 2017) from which all 
sources regarding bias were extracted and evaluated. It was initially recommended 
by Anil Dash, an internationally well-known tech activist. Further related literature 
was searched for with these keywords: 

• racist algorithms 
• sexist algorithms 
• algorithmic bias 

As algorithmic bias is a very up-to-date topic, most literature can be found in the 
form of articles on technology news sites like The Verge, Vox or Futurezone and 
also on non-technical newspapers like Der Standard and The New York Times. To 
find a vast number of appropriate articles the news search engine Google News 
was utilized. 

The thesis’ author’s personal exchange with researchers in this field led to deeper 
knowledge of the topic and even more helpful literature sources. 

Among the big field of bias in modern technology, this work focuses only on bias 
in algorithms. Besides that, problems in algorithms which do not derive from bias 
have also been neglected. 
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3 Functionality of Algorithms 

The term algorithm is omnipresent, but only a small amount of people actually 
knows how to describe it. Any digital device or computing task relies on algorithms 
to determine what to do. (Berger & Schöggl, 2019) In the most basic form, 
algorithms are simply a set of programmed steps to perform some kind of 
computation. There are different levels of complexity in how they work, they range 
from simple to highly sophisticated. 

A very simple example for an algorithm which is used on a daily basis is the 
addition of two numbers, for example 23 and 49. This problem can be solved in 
multiple ways: one is to start adding the tens (20 + 40 = 60), then adding the ones 
(3 + 9 = 12) and finally summing both sub results up (60 + 12 = 72). Another way 
is to start with the ones (3 + 9 = 12 - 10 = 2), if the value is higher than 9 remove 
10 and add it to the sum of the tens, (20 + 40 + 10 = 70) and finally combine the 
tens with the ones (70 + 2 = 72). Both calculation methods are made out of different 
steps but start with the same input and result in the same output. (Wachter-
Boettcher, 2017, p. 121) 

In the past it was the task of the programmer to develop the full functionality of an 
algorithm containing all the steps to achieve a desired outcome. With the rise of 
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning those steps don’t necessarily have to 
be preprogrammed anymore, the algorithms can take in data and learn new 
sequences of steps by themselves. (Hosanagar, 2019, p. 6) 

For preprogrammed algorithms all outcomes are determined. Depending on the 
input one can expect a defined output, there are no uncertainties. 

One example are automated sliding doors which can be found mostly as store 
entrances.  Figure 3.1 shows the different possible states for a door: permanently 
closed, normally closed but opens when movement is detected from one side, 
normally closed but opens when movement is detected from both sides, 
permanently open.  Key position and movement sensor data are the input for these 
predefined actions, they change when altering the key position or when some 
movement is detected.  
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Figure 3.1 Four states of program selector switch by GU Automatic 

An elaborate example is the notification decision tree of Slack, a group messaging 
service mainly used by companies. The flowchart was published on Slack’s 
engineering blog when announcing changes they made to their applications to 
increase performance. A big part of their notification system was moved to the 
server from the client side where it was previously. Figure 3.2 shows the new 
workflow algorithm which decides whether a notification of a new message should 
be sent out and to which device. In comparison to the sliding door the notification 
flow depends on more variables and user preferences: is the message a direct 
one, is the message required to reach everyone, is the user currently online, on 
which device is the user online and many more. (Slack Engineering, 2017)  
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Figure 3.2 Workflow diagram encompassing all the considerations that go into 
whether to notify a user about a message by Slack Engineering, 2017 

Algorithms which are based on machine learning and not on being 
preprogrammed, don’t have deterministic outputs. This lack of constraints benefits 
in the creation of algorithms being able to find solutions to problems which couldn’t 
be found or even thought of by human programmers. Another benefit arises when 
a problem is very complex: 

A second drawback to expert systems is that manually coding how a 
software program should respond to every kind of situation it might 
encounter, can seem like an endless task for a programmer, especially 
as systems become increasingly complex. (Hosanagar, 2019, p. 97) 

Machine learning based algorithms represent a huge opportunity to improve our 
lives but come with more challenges. Those will be highlighted in the chapters 
further down. As noted in the beginning of this thesis, all aspects of life are infused 
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by technology. This omnipresence of algorithms requires an increasing awareness 
towards whether the outcome is biased. 

3.1 Training of Algorithms 
There are algorithms which need to be trained by programmers and others which 
learn on their own. However even self-learning algorithms have to get an initial 
input before they start training themselves. Most of them can be classified as one 
of the following categories: 

Supervised learning uses previously collected and categorized data to find 
features. Both the input and possible output of the algorithm are given and it has 
to learn how the output derives from the input. The main part of the labelled data 
will be used to train the algorithms, a small amount serves for testing and 
evaluating the previously trained, to find the best model. (Hosanagar, 2019, p. 91)  

Compared to supervised learning the focus for unsupervised learning lies in 
finding of patterns and categories, which wouldn’t be noticed by human 
programmers. Such an algorithm receives a huge amount of unlabeled data and 
tries to find similarities within the data and tries to combine them in different 
undefined categories. Those categories can later be identified. (Wachter-
Boettcher, 2017, p. 131) 

Reinforcement learning starts also with unlabeled data like unsupervised 
learning. But instead of trying to find new patterns and categories, the algorithm 
needs to find the correct method on how an output derives from an input. To find 
the best method, it doesn’t require a given output like supervised learning but 
instead an evaluation function to know whether the algorithm is on the right path. 
The results of the evaluation influence continuously the learning process. (Fumo, 
2017) 
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4 Possible sources for algorithmic 
bias 

Even though algorithms are capable of solving different tasks on their own, they 
are still not able to detect new ones which need to be dealt with. This is why there 
are always persons backing them. These very persons can be the origin for various 
biased problems which might emerge. Further sources for problems are improper 
training data and insufficient checks throughout the development process. 

4.1 Problem area: People 
All people are to some extent biased therefore they bring their biased opinions into 
their work. These biases span racisms, sexism, ableism and many more. 

Another reason for bias is the missing diversity in the whole tech industry. The 
majority of employees, especially in technical roles, is still male and white. Diversity 
reports of Apple, Google, Airbnb and other key players proof this problem. 
(Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, p. 19) Google’s diversity report from the year 2019 
shows that more than 95% of their U.S. workforce is either white or Asian and less 
than one third identify as women. (Brown & Parker, 2019) 

Even if programmers aren’t affected by the conditions described above, they might 
still cause problems if they lack in awareness for possible bias in algorithms. 
(Eveleth, 2016) People often assume that algorithms and software are objective, 
as they solely base on data and math. This gets depicted by computer science 
researcher Aylin Caliskan as follows: 

“Many people think machines are not biased. (…) But machines are trained on 
human data. And humans are biased.” (Resnick, 2019) 

4.2 Problem area: Data 
Data is an integral piece of every algorithm. As mentioned before it is needed to 
train those algorithms and therefore has a direct impact on their outcome. Data is 
human made thus not objective which can lead to various problems. 
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When pieces of information are needed which don’t exist in a dataset they get 
inferred from the existing data. Those assumptions are commonly known as 
proxies, they are a stand-in for not existing knowledge. If algorithms are trained 
with proxies their outcome is most likely false or even biased. The proxies get more 
internalized as the algorithms continue to learn from their wrong outcomes. 
(Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, p. 108) 

Another way how data can contain bias is it being old. Creating an algorithm which 
is supposed to work nowadays requires also up-to-date data but working only with 
current data is often not feasible. Word2Vec is a research project from Google 
which tries to find relationships between different words based on processed 
Google News articles. An example for such a pair is: Paris is to France as Tokyo 
is to Japan. To get those pairings a huge amount of text is needed. To meet this 
demand, one also has to resort to historical data. The historical bias within leads 
to out-to-date word relationships like “man is to woman as computer programmer 
is to homemaker.” (Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, p. 138) 

If the data is not extensive enough there will always be some shortcomings. Those 
who work in the tech industry are mostly white and male. Seeing themselves as 
the de facto standard they don’t spot a problem with the data mirroring their norms. 
These defaults get translated into the data and therefore feature little to no 
diversity. Algorithms that get trained with defaults-based data have logically better 
results for people represented by those defaults whereas people who differ from 
that norm get ignored. The tech industries view of norms stands in contrast to the 
ones of the society as the only thing that’s normal is diversity. (Wachter-Boettcher, 
2017, pp. 47, 141) 

4.3 Problem area: Supervision 
Supervision and technical checks are a key part when developing algorithms. 
These processes have to be conducted by humans as algorithms won’t be able to 
control themselves. The lack of supervision and awareness for its necessity can 
lead to all previously mentioned bias problems. The development of an algorithm 
is not only the training but a process with different stages. It is the task of 
continuous supervision throughout those stages to keep track of potentially arising 
bias. (Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, pp. 133–140) 
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5 Problems resulting in biased 
algorithms 

To understand where the in chapter 4 mentioned bias problems can occur, it is 
most efficient to consider real world examples. The first and second example depict 
cases with multiple sources for their problems, they are quite complex and feature 
many intertwined parts. The third and fourth example have only a single source for 
its problem and also a limited application area. 

5.1 Arbeitsmarktservice (biased grading) 
When a person in Austria is jobless they have to report to the Austrian Public 
Employment Service, mostly known as AMS which stands for Arbeitsmarktservice. 
AMS is a public enterprise with its main focus in appointing jobs to jobseekers and 
providing training programs. This gets handled by employed advisers. 

In 2018 the AMS decided to deploy an algorithm to determine some score on a 
client’s chance on finding a new job. Depending on this score the client gets better 
or worse support. Starting mid 2020 the algorithm will be applied, until then the test 
phase runs where scores will be calculated but not taken into account. (Wimmer, 
2019) 

This case incorporates multiple sources for biased problems. One of them is the 
way how the algorithm’s results will be used. According to Johannes Kopf, part of 
AMS’ board, the algorithm should only help employees with their decision but not 
make them on their behalf. But as the advisers are not trained enough to 
understand how algorithms work and what algorithmic bias is and know whether 
returned results are correct or not, they see them as being objective. Given this 
the algorithms have a much higher influence than stated from the AMS. With the 
algorithms gaining more influence on the decision process it only depends on time 
until they overtake the work of the advisors. (Wimmer, 2018a) 

The data which was used to train the algorithm also shows problematic traits. AMS 
used their own data about jobseekers from the last four years to be able to make 
future predictions. This way AMS only represents the current situation with their 
algorithm and thus hardens the status quo instead of working against 
discrimination in the labor market. It is said that the algorithm will be updated yearly 
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but as long as it is based on historic data, it will never be able to make fitting 
predictions for the present time. (Cech, Fischer, Human, Lopez, & Wagner, 2019; Czák, 
2019)  

Despite those previous problems AMS didn’t fully allow third parties to audit their 
algorithm, its models and data. Only two out of 96 models were shared with 
researchers as well as the fact that there is a 15% chance of the algorithm 
predicting something incorrect. Those 15% would correspond to 50,000 affected 
people per year getting assigned a wrong score. 

An evaluation also shows that the score is influenced by different variables which 
can have either a positive or negative impact. Some of the negative variables are 
clearly discriminating: being a woman, taking parental leave as a women or being 
older than 50 years lower the score. In comparison being a man taking parental 
leave doesn’t alter the score at all. (Szigetvari, 2018) 

A really low score leads to drastic consequences. An affected person won’t receive 
training courses or re-trainings anymore but only the possibility to take part in 
music or exercise lessons. (Wimmer, 2019) 

Once a person was graded by the AMS with such a low score it is nearly impossible 
to exit from this situation. As there are no state-owned alternatives to the 
Arbeitsmarktservice an affected person is stuck with AMS and its algorithm if their 
services are needed. (Cech et al., 2019) 

Many researchers and critics are opposed to the decision that a state-owned 
institution in the social sector deploys algorithms. Researcher Ben Wagner 
describes the situation as follows: Something like the AMS algorithm is in Europe 
really rare. […] Austria is a negative-pioneer. (Wimmer, 2018b) 

5.2 COMPAS (predictive recidivism) 
There are multiple risk assessment tools used by US justice departments. They 
are created by both for-profit companies and nonprofit ones. What differs them is 
that for-profits are not willing to disclose how they work in detail whereas nonprofits 
try to be as transparent as possible. The most widely used for-profit tool is 
COMPAS, which stands for “Correctional Offender Management Profiling for 
Alternative Sanctions”, by Northpointe. 

The algorithms of COMPAS and other assessment tools generate three scores: 
“Risk of Recidivism,” “Risk of Violence” and “Risk of Failure to Appear.” (Larson & 
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Angwin, 2016) To get the scores, a defendant needs to fill out a questionnaire 
containing 137 different questions, the given answers get fed into the algorithm. 

These scores inform the decisions whether the defendant should enroll in some 
alternative program instead of being taken into custody and estimate the amount 
of a possible bond. But scores get abused to also determine the sentence. 
ProPublica journalists point this out clearly: “In theory, judges are not supposed to 
give longer sentences to defendants with higher risk scores. […] But judges have 
cited scores in their sentencing decisions.” 

As algorithms have a huge impact on the defendants’ life they need to be as 
accurate as possible. Transparency is a key concern to nonprofits and therefore 
they explain how their algorithms work. A good example is the NPO Public Safety 
Assessment which publishes on their website in detail how they try to avoid bias: 
„The nine factors used by the PSA relate to a person’s age, current charge, and 
criminal history. The PSA does not rely on factors such as race, ethnicity, or 
geography.” (“Public Safety Assessment (PSA),” n.d.) 

Compared to the nonprofit, for-profits don’t share their exact calculations in detail 
as they see them as proprietary. Some conducted studies on how well the 
algorithms work which were only validated from the same people who developed 
them. Investigative journalists form ProPublica examined COMPAS, it being the 
biggest tool, and analyzed its scores. (Larson & Angwin, 2016) The results showed 
that black people suffer disadvantages and that COMPAS’ algorithm is biased. 

To train the algorithm of COMPAS a huge amount of data was necessary. It is not 
known what kind of data has been taken but due to its size it is most likely that 
historical crime data was used. Black people get incarcerated more than 5 times 
the rate of white people. (“NAACP | Criminal Justice Fact Sheet,” n.d.) This is 
primarily because of historical biases in policing. (Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, p. 125) 

As the disparities also occurred in the past the amount of black and white people 
in the historical data is disproportional and therefore a reason for bias in the 
algorithm.  

The questionnaire which is necessary for using the risk assessment tool gets 
processed by the algorithm to calculate the scores. Although the questions on their 
own aren’t biased in first place they are at the origin of two different problems which 
yield the scores’ discrimination. 

Many questions are constructed in a way that they get answered differently based 
on a person’s race, for example “How many of your friends/acquaintances have 
ever been arrested?.” (Angwin, n.d., p. 3) Given the above-mentioned fact that 
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black people get incarcerated at a higher rate than white people it is more likely 
that a black person knows somebody who has been arrested. By the use of those 
questions it is possible to derive whether a person is black or white. 

Another problem lies in the way the questionnaire is filled out, there are three 
possibilities: the defendant answers the questions on their own, a scripted 
interview where the questions get read aloud by an interviewer or a “guided-
discussion” where the interviewer deviates the answers from the conversation. 
(Northpointe, 2012) 

Especially with the last method the answers depend entirely on the interviewer and 
knowing of the bias in policing makes the answers purely subjective. 

5.3 Gender Shades (inaccurate gender 
classification) 

Commercially available face analysis software is not able to detect women or 
darker-skinned persons with such a high accuracy as men or light-skinned 
persons. Researchers Joy Buolamwini from the MIT Media Lab and Timnit Gebru 
from Microsoft Research discovered this by testing three products from Microsoft, 
IBM and Face++ with a self-developed face analysis dataset. Existing datasets 
IJB-A and Adience showed a high percentage of light-skinned people, 79.6% and 
86.2% respectively. Images for a new dataset had to consist of equal parts of 
women and men as well as light-skinned and dark-skinned individuals. Such 
images can be found on parliamentarian websites, pictures of politicians are 
available in high resolution and have consistent illumination and pose. This levels 
the base for an efficient comparison. 

The findings show that the average accuracy of the face analysis products is 
around 90%, but the accuracy of intersectional subgroups differs. When comparing 
women to men, former get misgendered with an error rate up to 20%, this is the 
same case when comparing dark-skinned to light-skinned people. Within the 
intersectional subgroups the accuracy of being correctly gendered is differing. 
Light-skinned men get gendered correctly with nearly 100%. In contrast dark-
skinned women get misgendered with an error rate of around 30%. 

The high difference in accuracy shows, that the algorithms of the tested 
commercial face analysis software was most likely trained with biased data which 
lacked diversity. This might not seem dramatic but when those products are used 
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in high-stake sectors like law enforcement those erroneous results can have a 
negative impact on an individual. 

(Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018) 

5.4 Amazon (sexist recruiting tool) 
Amazon deployed for several years an algorithm to help recruiters look through a 
huge amount of applications and resumes. It was mainly used for software 
developer jobs and other technical roles. Amazon wanted to have a tool which can 
filter the best five applicants out of a pool of 100. To achieve this the algorithms 
were trained with resumes submitted over a time span of 10 years. But as 
Amazon’s majority of technical employees are men, a circumstance that can be 
also observed at other big companies, the algorithms got biased. The system didn’t 
rate candidates in a gender-neutral way. When the word “woman” appeared in the 
resume or someone graduated at an all-women university, their ranking was 
decreased. Words which were primarily used by men had a good influence towards 
the ranking, such were for example “executed” or “captured.” Although there were 
efforts to get rid of this bias, there was no guarantee that the algorithm wouldn’t 
discriminate in another way. This resulted in the deactivation of the tool in 2017. 

Whether Amazon’s recruiters used to algorithm to decide on new hires or not is 
uncertain, Amazon states that they only looked at the recommendations but never 
relied on them. As mentioned in the sub-chapter about AMS, people are always 
influenced by algorithms, as they are seen as an objective truth. 

Amazon started again to work on algorithm supported recruitment but to prevent 
biased problems in the future this time with a significant focus on diversity. 

(Dastin, 2018) 
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6 Possibilities to counteract 
biased Algorithms 

For every problem area specified previously in chapter 4 there is a more or less 
extensive approach on solving it. 

6.1 People 
The majority of people working in technology are still white and male. But diversity 
should be indispensable and especially when working on algorithms different 
viewpoints are essential. Having a diverse team lowers the danger of overlooking 
obvious problems, which would affect only a specific group of the population. If for 
example women are concerned by such a problem, they would be the first to 
discover it. (Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, p. 136) 

Algorithmic outputs are commonly seen as objective truths. Thus, both operators 
and developers get influenced by those results even if they aren’t as objective as 
they seem. Algorithms are based on data and can therefore contain bias or other 
forms of incorrectness. To mitigate the missing knowledge about algorithms, it is 
important to train people on these insights. Awareness has to be raised regarding 
how algorithms actually work, what kind of problems can arise and where they 
origin from. (Wimmer, 2018a) 

6.2 Data 
To train algorithms data is essential, this data can have various sources. One of 
them are so called proxies. They get used in situations where needed data is not 
available and gets therefore inferred from already existing data. 

To avoid using made up data for training which inevitably leads to incorrect 
algorithms, the only solution is not using proxies at all. If specific data is required it 
has to be collected. (Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, p. 110) 

Historical data is another source, it gets especially used when no up-to-date data 
exists or when the future should be predicted based on the past. 
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But in using historical data lies the problem that the current status quo will be 
hardened through the algorithms. Their results reflect actually only the past and 
thus can’t predict the future. If that is the task of an algorithm, it should be 
constructed in a way that it counteracts social inequality. (Berger & Schöggl, 2019; 
Czák, 2019; Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, p. 126) 

Specific tasks need specific data to work with. Independently from the kind of task 
diversity within data is essential, but in reality, data often has a limited scope. When 
training data is already biased then the algorithm will be too. To prevent this 
negative outcome the data has to be diverse by representing all aspects of society. 
Although getting a diverse data set is complex it is a necessity and being a diverse 
team can help in the process. (Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, p. 136) 

6.3 Supervision 
Compared to the other problem areas, supervision can’t be solved at once but it 
has to be a continuous process. It has to accompany the creation of an algorithm 
from an early planning phase to the rollout and even beyond that.  

Essential for the planning stage is having a clear picture on the following aspects: 
What will be the task of the algorithm, what kind of data will be used, who is 
involved in its creation, what will the end results look like, how and by whom will 
these results be utilized. This clear picture can help mitigate possible bias 
problems before they arise in a later phase by adopting the solving approaches 
from the previous subchapters 6.1 and 6.2. 

While gathering the training data it is necessary to check if the data fits the 
requirements for fulfilling the algorithm’s task. Furthermore, collected data has to 
be examined regularly whether it contains some kind of bias. This is especially 
important when using open source and third-party data as there is no certainty 
whether it underwent proper audits. An example is the open source project 
Word2Vec mentioned in chapter 4.2. It gets deployed internally by many products 
which then simply inherit Word2Vec’s bias. 

Once data is collected training with it can start. As the training of an algorithm goes 
through many iterations each revision has to be checked for possible bias. If it gets 
detected counteractive measures need to be taken to bring the development 
towards a biasfree direction. 

Before using an algorithm in its planned field of application it has to undergo 
extensive tests. The tests have to be representative for a high diversity in ethnicity, 
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gender, age and other characteristics and must not fail with edge cases. In case 
that discrimination is discovered, its origin has to be identified. One way to deal 
with it is trying to solve the problem in the stage it arose. If this doesn’t lead to any 
improvements, the whole process needs to start again at the drawing board to 
prevent the very problem to reappear. As described in chapter 5.4 this last resort 
was taken by Amazon when their hiring tool appeared to be highly biased. 

After the algorithm passes those rigorous tests and gets deployed, there is still an 
aspect on which an eye has to be kept on: Is the algorithm utilized in the way it 
was intended or does it get diverted? The risk assessment tool COMPAS from 
chapter 5.2 was actually created to assist judges in deciding on possible enrollment 
in alternative programs for defendants but gets instead abused to determine a 
sentence. 

(Wachter-Boettcher, 2017, pp. 134–140) 
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7 Conclusion 

This paper sheds a light on the fact, that algorithms found their way into all aspects 
of our lives. Algorithms cover a wide range of types, from simple and pre-
programmed to very complex and being trained. As the training gets carried out by 
humans the algorithms are not as objective as they seem. Humans can be biased 
and that’s why alogtihtms become biased in the first place. 

Where biased systems are already in place and how they affect people’s lives can 
be seen on the example of Arbeitsmarktservice and further ones depticted in 
chapter 5. 

Data and people’s inputs make up an algorithm and so these are the origins of 
possible bias problems. Most of them can be solved more or less easily once being 
detected. The detection of biased systems is possible through supervision. Thus, 
supervision has to happen throughout the whole development process. 

There is no simple answer to the question how bias can be prevented. According 
to the complexity of the problems, the solutions range from immediate ones which 
are easy to conduct to extensive legal measures. Whereas the approaches 
mentioned in chapter 6 only regard the creators of the algorithms, people who are 
affected by them don’t have such options to prevent bias. Currently they simply 
have to put trust into the algorithms them being objective and free of bias. 

But given the omnipresence of algorithms in everyone’s lives, people have to start 
question algorithms and their decisions. They don’t need to understand them in 
detail but should be aware of the impact that biased algorithms can have on them. 
(Hosanagar, 2019, p. 14) 

These issues have to be elevated from being discussed merely by people working 
with algorithms to the masses. Only a broad and lively discussion within the civil 
society will attract the attention of policymakers and lawmakers. It is their duty to 
establish regulations for the newly arising problems. 

The new regulations have to force companies creating algorithms with a direct 
impact on humans to try everything in their extent to construct their products in the 
most biasfree way possible. To achieve this companies have to undergo 
independent audits and be transparent about their operations. Company secrets 
and data protection are often taken as pretense to defy the audits. The government 
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has to make sure that the personal rights of possible bias victims have a higher 
significance than company interests. 

Following quote puts the upcoming challenges in a nutshell: To regulate algorithms 
is nothing less than a democratic necessity. (Berger & Schöggl, 2019) 
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